
POSITIONING YOU FOR LIFE

Elevate & Circulate



TV in Twilight Lounge Reclined in TwilightTV Lounge in TwilightUp

The TV watching position 
offers the most comfortable, 
neutral posture for upright 
relaxation. A body in this 
position is recharged with 
ergonomic upper body 
support and comfort. You 
can rest your feet out in front 
and bend your knees while 
relaxing your back muscles 
with no stress on the lumbar 
region. Our chairs have a 
unique, active shear-reducing 
seat box with four-way 
motion (up, down, forward 
and back) eliminating 
pressure on the back.

The TV in Twilight position  
is an enhanced TV watching 
position using our patented 
Twilight Technology, 
which allows an additional 
motor to provide a unique 
tilting motion – a whole 
new angle that offers a 
cradle-like feeling so you 
can rejuvenate and refresh 
your lower extremities. 
Only Golden’s Twilight 
Technology allows your feet 
to be elevated above the 
heart while still in a position 
to enjoy your favorite show 
on TV. Available on PR514 
only.

The Lounge in Twilight 
position allows you to be 
actively engaged in the 
living room while enjoying 
perfect comfort when 
talking with family and 
friends or watching TV. 
Using our patented Twilight 
Technology, our third 
motor provides a unique 
tilting motion while keeping 
you in more of an upright 
position. A gentle bend in 
the knee reduces stress on 
the lumbar area. Available 
on PR514 & PR405 only.

The Lounge Reclined 
in Twilight position is 
the ultimate choice for 
relaxation. The third motor 
in our patented Twilight 
Technology has the ability 
to achieve a series of 30 
degree angles to relax the 
lower extremities while 
the unique tilt provides 
a comfortable upright 
position. It eliminates 
horizontal stress on the 
body and allows you to 
have restful sleep with 
no pressure on the joints. 
Available on PR514 only.

A MESSAGE FROM OUR OWNER AND CEO

Golden makes life 
luxuriously easy. No matter 
what position our power 
lift recliner is in, you can 
be standing easily with the 
touch of a button. Answer 
the door, check an item on 
the stove, or stand to greet 
your loved one. A gentle lift 
is provided by the seat back 
automatically opening so you 
don’t experience a pushing 
motion. You don’t have to 
activate your leg muscles 
until you’re ready to exit.  

Golden is known for comfort, quality, and innovation. Since 1985, we have produced power lift recliners that push the boundaries of expectation, 
providing seating options with unique body positions. In 2018, we launched the MaxiComfort Cloud with Twilight cradle technology, a luxury 
power recliner capable of providing never before seen or felt levels of comfort, thanks to our patented, three-motor mechanism.

There is truly nothing else like our Twilight technology on the market. It didn’t exist – until now. It offers you a new range of rejuvenating positions 
to comfort the body and ease the spirit. Achieve an extreme Zero Gravity position and discover new angles with tilting motion for TV watching 
and lounging at the touch of a button.

These chairs are built by Americans*, handcrafted with the highest quality components available, engineered to give you maximum service with minimum 
maintenance, and backed by not only a lifetime warranty our lift and scissor mechanism, but our wooden frame as well. We hope your Golden chair provides years of 
comfort and enjoyment while sitting down and relaxing as well as standing up when lift assist is needed most.

We are proud to manufacture America’s favorite power lift recliners – for your family, and ours.

Richard Golden, 
Chief Executive Officer
Richard Golden, 
Chief Executive Officer

* With domestic and imported materials.



Zero Gravity Rejuvenate Trendelenburg / Lay Flat

The Zero Gravity position 
mimics the position of 
astronauts during launch 
and eliminates pressure by 
distributing your body’s 
natural weight. This position 
supports all parts of the body 
equally so you can physically 
decompress after a long day 
by gliding into stress-free 
comfort and experience 
a natural relaxation with 
minimum muscle tension. 

The Rejuvenate position is an 
extreme Zero Gravity position 
that only our patented Twilight 
Technology can provide using 
our third motor to create 
a tilting motion. A unique 
healthy position, its cradle-like 
feeling allows for refreshing 
circulation, elevating the feet 
above the heart and the head 
above the hips. Restful sleep 
and relief from Edema, Sleep 
Apnea, and Acid Reflux are 
among the many benefits our 
customers tell us they have 
experienced while enjoying 
this position. Available on 
PR514 & PR405 only.

The therapeutic 
Trendelenburg, or Lay 
Flat, position was created 
to improve circulation in 
the body. Once in the Zero 
Gravity position, the power 
recliner can further elevate 
the legs and feet above the 
heart to increase blood flow 
and release tension from the 
lower extremities. A body 
in this position receives an 
elongation of the lumbar area 
for a rejuvenating stretch. 
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A Unlimited relaxation without being in a lay flat 
position

B Amplified leg elevation for increased circulation 
and wellness

C Adjustable body weight distribution, creating 
a weightless, stress-free experience for better 
ergonomic support and wellness

D Unlimited customizable positioning with 
memory capabilities

E Adjustable seat and tilt movement for a 
personalized reclining experience

F Lifetime warranty on all frames,wooden   
and metal

G Full lift capability at no additional charge

1.  BACK MOTOR
Adjusts back positioning

2. SEAT MOTOR
 Controls the footrest movement the    

patented movement of the rising seat box
3.  TILT MOTOR

Activates Twilight technology, a tilting 
movement that provides a weightless 
experience
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POSITIONING YOU FOR LIFE



PR514 shown in 
Brisa® Bridle*



TV in Twilight

Lounge Reclined in Twilight

Zero Gravity

TV

Lounge in Twilight

Rejuvenate

Trendelenburg / Lay Flat

Up

MaxiComfort® Cloud™ with Twilight Positioning
PR514 shown in Brisa® CoffeeBean*

Discover Weightlessness in the MaxiComfort® Cloud™ with Twilight positioning. Our 
patent-pending, three-motor technology offers an array of rejuvenating options to 
cradle the body and ease the mind. Achieve extreme Zero-gravity and TV positions 
while enjoying the world’s finest rejuvenating seating experience!

MaxiComfort® Cloud™ with Twilight Positioning

Hazelnut Sterling CopperShirazCalypso Coffee Bean*Buckskin*

MaxiComfort Twilight PR514 Fabrics

Bridle*

Please view fabric 
colors in person for 
accuracy.

*Upcharge applies

CUSTOM CONTROL
Fine tunes any position by 

moving the backrest and 
footrest independently.

POSITION CONTROL
Programmable positioning buttons 

for individualized comfort.

TWILIGHT CONTROL
Activates Twilight technology, 

an adjustable tilting 
movement that provides a 

weightless experience.

TOTAL CONTROL
Operates the basic movement 

of the chair.

GOLDEN

SCAN 
FOR VIDEO



Twilight provides unique 
comfort measures pre- and 

post-pregnancy, during 
recovery from surgery and more. 

 Golden positions you for life! Golden positions you for life!

PR405 shown in 
Bittersweet 



Our dual-motor system comes standard and allows for a deeper 
recline to achieve rejuvenating positions no other 3-position chair 
on the market offers. Rest, relax and rejuvenate in the Orion with 
Twilight Technology for a weightless experience!

A Pocketed Coil Seat & Convenient USB Charging Port on the 
Hand Control are Standard Features!

Our dual-motor system comes standard and allows for a deeper 
recline to achieve rejuvenating positions no other 3-position chair 
on the market offers. Rest, relax and rejuvenate in the Orion with 
Twilight Technology for a weightless experience!

A Pocketed Coil Seat & Convenient USB Charging Port on the 
Hand Control are Standard Features!

Orion with Twilight Positioning
PR405-MLA shown in Sandstorm

SCAN 
FOR VIDEOCoffee Bean* Buckskin*

Orion Twilight PR405 Fabrics

Anchor Sandstorm Bittersweet

= pocketed 
coil spring 
seat std.

Please view fabric 
colors in person for 
accuracy.

Give your legs the lift they deserve 
in the WORLD’S FIRST and ONLY 
3-Position Power Lift Recliner – 
the ORION with Twilight Technology!

*Upcharge applies

TV in Twilight

Lounge Reclined in Twilight

Zero Gravity

TV

Lounge in Twilight

Rejuvenate

Trendelenburg / Lay Flat

Up



PR510 shown in Brisa® 
Coffee Bean*

PR756 shown in 
Brisa® Coffee Bean*



Sitting in a MaxiComfort® chair will put a smile on 
anyone’s face! MaxiComfort is the only patented 
recline technology in the world that can glide you 
smoothly into an unlimited number of comfort 
positions not found on standard power lift recliners. 
This exclusive line of power lift recliners is controlled 
by an easy to use hand control called AutoDrive™, 
which can memorize your favorite settings.

TV in Twilight

Lounge Reclined in Twilight

Zero Gravity

TV

Lounge in Twilight

Rejuvenate

Trendelenburg / Lay Flat

Up

SCAN 
FOR VIDEO

HAVE IT ALL IN A MAXICOMFORT POWER LIFT RECLINE CHAIR. 
BROUGHT TO YOU EXCLUSIVELY BY THE WORLD’S LEADING 

MOTION EXPERTS AT GOLDEN TECHNOLOGIES.

AutoDrive™ is the exclusive hand control system for 
MaxiComfort power lift recliners. This smart system 

has taken the guesswork out of getting into or out 
of your favorite positions. The AutoDrive control 

assists in finding favorite comfort positions and it 
can memorize up to four positions.

GOLDEN

CUSTOM CONTROL
Fine tunes any position by 

moving the backrest and 
footrest independently.

POSITION CONTROL
Programmable positioning 

buttons for individualized 
comfort.

TOTAL CONTROL
Operates the basic 

movement of the chair.

All MaxiComfort® models and fabrics are shown on following pages. 

The Cloud™

PR510 shown in Brisa® Coffee Bean* 
(*Upcharge applies) 



The Power Cloud™ is 
the newest addition 
to The Cloud™ family. 
Offering our exclusive 
PowerPillow™ articulating 
headrest that comes 
standard for powered 
head and neck support 
and a modern back 
design, it is the world’s 
only two motor power lift 
recliner with our motion 
seat box feature.

PR512 
shown in Brisa® Coffee Bean*

PR510 
shown in Hazelnut

The Cloud™ power™ lift 
recliner offers our unique, 
ergonomic, seating 
system for long-term 
comfort and support. 
Featuring our custom 
bucket seat and plush 
biscuit back design, this 
popular chair is offered 
in two hybrid sizes, small/
medium and medium/
large for ultimate 
comfort.

Consult with your physician regarding using the Trendelenburg / Lay Flat position. 
The Trendelenburg / Lay Flat position is not available on the PR505JPT.

= Pocketed Coil Seat Springs. 
Standard on PR505 Small, 
Medium, Large and Tall models.

The Pub chair is a 
medium sized power lift 
recliner with a classic 
look. It features a two-
pillow waterfall back 
zippered for customizing 
comfort, decorative brass 
nail head trim on both 
arms and wings, cut back 
arms, a full chaise pad, 
and pocketed coil spring 
seat for added support.

PR713 
shown in Brisa® Bridle* 

The DayDreamer™ is a 
medium sized power 
lift recliner offering our 
exclusive PowerPillow™ 

articulating headrest that 
comes standard with The 
Cloud™ seating system 
and features our custom 
bucket seat design. 
Adjust your head and 
neck position at the touch 
of a button.

PR632 
shown in Brisa® Coffee Bean*

PR505 
shown in Palomino

The MaxiComforter® 
series of power lift 
recliners offers six sizes, 
ensuring a perfect fit 
for just about anyone! 
Available in a Junior 
Petite, Small, Medium, 
Medium Wide, Large 
or Tall sizes. Our 
PowerPillow™ articulating 
headrest is optional on 
the Small, Medium, Large 
and Tall models.



DayDreamer™ PR632 Fabrics
Hazelnut
Calypso
Shiraz
Brisa® Coffee Bean*
Brisa® Bridle*

Pub Chair PR713 Fabrics 
Mahogany
Geranium
Brisa® Bridle*

MaxiComfort® PR505 Fabrics
Palomino
Admiral
Evergreen
Cabernet
Pearl
Brisa® Coffee Bean*

Cloud PR510, 
Power Cloud PR512 and 
Relaxer PR756 Fabrics
Hazelnut
Sterling
Copper
Shiraz
Calypso
Brisa® Coffee Bean*
Brisa® Bridle*
Brisa® Buckskin*

Distressed Saddle

Bridle

Coffee Bean

Black Onyx

Buckskin

Night 
Navy

OUR 
BEST 

SELLERS!

PR756 
shown in Sterling

The Relaxer is the original 
MaxiComfort® power 
lift recliner. Offered 
in medium and large 
sizes, this chair features 
a luxurious four-pillow 
waterfall back with 
individual zippers for 
customizable comfort 
to relieve pressure and 
improve circulation and a 
full chaise pad for lower 
body and leg support.

DayDreamer™ PR632 Fabrics

 PR505 Fabrics

Distressed Saddle

The Golden line of MaxiComfort® power 
lift recliners are offered in a variety of 
luxurious fabrics to match any décor.  
Fabrics are tested for strength, wear, color 
fastness, and comfort! Most fabrics include 
“Stain Defense” and repel stains. Ask your 
retailer about Quick Ship Options.

FABRICSHazelnut

Calypso

Shiraz

Sterling

Admiral

Evergreen

Cabernet

Pearl

Palomino

Copper

Geranium

Mahogany

Brisa®  Buckskin*

Brisa®  Bridle*

Brisa®  Coffee Bean*

* Upcharge applies. Limited Lifetime Warranty, as long as normal use is maintained. Restrictions apply. See Owner’s 
Manual for details. NOTE: Crossing fabrics & series is available. Charges will apply and lead times will change.

Please view fabric colors in person for accuracy.

SCAN 
FOR VIDEO

SCAN 
FOR VIDEO



Visit your Authorized Golden Dealer:

www.facebook.com/goldentechnologies

Golden is the world’s leading manufacturer of power lift recliners. Founded in 1985 
and family owned, Golden has become America’s most trusted and reliable brand. 

Each and every power lift recliner must pass a 40+ point inspection at our plant 
located in Old Forge, PA, to ensure the highest quality before packaging.
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www.goldentech.com

https://m.youtube.com/user/
GoldenTechChannel

Note: Literature is current at time of printing. Golden Technologies reserves the right to make changes to the product or literature at any time.




